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Wallpaper*Handmade in New York

Fresh from Milan’s Salone del Mobile, Wallpaper* Handmade,
the groundbreaking exhibition dedicated to the marriage of
craftsmanship and design, will arrive in New York for ICFF
with several newly commissioned design pieces created in
collaboration with British car manufacturer Jaguar.
Now in its fifth year, Handmade is traditionally hosted
by Wallpaper* in Milan every April. Following its stopovers
in London last October, where the exhibition was displayed
across 12 of the windows of luxury department store Harrods,
and in Miami for Art Basel in December, Wallpaper* has
again teamed up with Jaguar to present a curated selection
of Handmade pieces from leading designers, artists and
manufacturers, including a brand new work created especially
for the New York exhibition by local architects Snarkitecture
in collaboration with Jaguar.
Wallpaper* Handmade will also exclusively introduce six new
collaborations between Jaguar and designers Fredrikson Stallard,
Moritz Waldemeyer and Mathieu Gustafsson, architects
Neri & Hu and Vincenzo De Cotiis, and marble specialist
Salvatori. The six new concept products commissioned by
Wallpaper* each represent an avant-garde take on Jaguar’s
contemporary design, creativity and technology.

Venue by

There will also be new works by several US artists,
all commissioned by Wallpaper* editors. They include glow-inthe-dark wallpaper by Haas Brothers with Flavor Paper, a cork
jacket by Todd Bracher, a lighting piece by Mary Wallis and
Suzanne Tick, a ‘Tablet Book’ by Paul Loebach with Logitech,
and glass-blown sex toys by Jeff Zimmermann and Wallpaper*
US editor Michael Reynolds, to name but a few. The exhibition
will also feature a specially made cut-away version of the
F-TYPE Coupé, the new and powerful sports car from Jaguar.
Running from 16–31 May, the exhibition will be held in the
345meatpacking building, a new luxury development from
DDG, on West 14th Street at the gateway to the Meatpacking
District and West Chelsea. The exhibition is curated and
designed by Wallpaper* using stone varieties from Caesarstone,
the cutting-edge manufacturer of quartz surfaces.
345meatpacking
West Retail
345 West 14th Street
New York, NY 10014
16 – 31 May 2014
Open daily, free entry

For further information, interview and image requests,
contact: Caroline Sampson, Marketing Manager, Wallpaper*
T: 44.20 3148 7712 E: caroline_sampson@wallpaper.com
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clockwise from left, ‘DCJ Table‘
by Vincenzo De Cotiis, Sponsored
by Jaguar, Inspired by Jaguar Design
‘Monsieur Poiré’ by Ian Wright and
Caran d’Ache, FILMED IN SONY 4K
‘Entangled Light’ BY
Suzanne Tick and Mary Wallis
Photography: Tommaso Sartori

About Wallpaper*
Truly international, consistently intelligent and hugely
influential, Wallpaper* is the world’s most important design
and style magazine. Wallpaper* has readers in 93 countries
and unparalleled success in reaching the design elite right
across the globe. With 12 themed issues a year, a limitededition cover by a different artist or designer each month,
nearly one million Twitter followers and a monthly iPad
edition, Wallpaper* has evolved from style bible to
internationally recognised brand.

www.wallpaper.com
@WallpaperMag
#HandmadeExhibition
About Jaguar
Jaguar is a premier manufacturer of luxury sedans and
sports cars offering unparalleled design with tremendous
performance. The company's vision throughout its storied
history has been simple: to produce beautiful, fast cars that
are desired the world over. Jaguar strives to provide a world
class ownership experience to every owner. Today's Jaguar
line-up consists of the XJ luxury sedan, XF sports sedan,
the XK coupe and convertible sports cars and the two
seater F-TYPE. Jaguar designs, engineers and manufactures
exclusively in the United Kingdom, at the Castle Bromwich
manufacturing plant in the British Midlands. Jaguar is fully
engaged with sustainability initiatives and social concerns
with continuous involvement in environmental and
community programs.

About DDG
DDG is an integrated real estate investment and development
firm dedicated to exploring innovative new design and lifestyle
practices. Investment, development, design, construction and
property management are all executed under one roof, via
DDG’s multiplatform structure, allowing DDG to seamlessly
and efficiently exercise its vision across all property types.
The DDG team is comprised of individuals who come from
diverse professional backgrounds that include finance, design,
development, construction and asset management; their
depth of knowledge and expertise has helped set the standard
of excellence associated with the DDG brand. The company
has acquired, designed and built over 2 million square feet
of property on the East and West coasts. DDG has offices
in New York and San Francisco.

www.jaguarusa.com
@JaguarUSA

www.ddgpartners.com
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Wallpaper* Handmade
in New York with Jaguar
Collaborator list 2014
‘Adult Tool Kit’ blown-glass sex toys
Jeff Zimmerman and Michael Reynolds

Hearth tools
Borough Furnace

‘SKID’ side table and bench
Sebastian Herkner and Caesarstone

‘Animal Party’
glow-in-the-dark wallpaper
Haas Brothers and Flavor Paper

‘In Darkness’ lampshade
Øyvind Wyller and Magnor

‘Space Case’ plant stands
Jason Rens and John Tebbs

Kitchen knives and case
laContrie and Perceval

‘Tabi’ ice skates
Maison Martin Margiela
and John Wilson

‘Artichoke’ safe
Agresti and David/Nicolas
‘Atom’ desk clock
Carl Auböck IV and Bernard Hammer
Boiled leather armchair
Simon Hasan and Poltrona Frau
Boxing set
Soho House, Horween Leather
and Cleto Reyes
‘Clerkenwell’ coat
Wallace Sewell, Gieves & Hawkes
and Designtex, filmed in Sony 4K
Coffee kettle and trivet
Iacoli & McAllister and
Coming Soon Coffee
Copper barware
Tomás Alonso, Lobmeyr
and Absolut Vodka
Cork jacket
Todd Bracher and Amorim Cork,
filmed in Sony 4K
Cosmos make-up collection
Daniel Emma and Guerlain
Croquet set
Edition by Moyard and Adrien Rovero
‘DCJ’ table
Vincenzo De Cotiis sponsored by
Jaguar, inspired by Jaguar Design
‘Designer’s Survey Belt’
Noé Duchaufour-Lawrance
and Valextra

Leather skis and boots
Bally and Zai
Letter openers
Hannah Martin
‘Life is Precious’ survival kit
Fort Standard
Manicure set
Bottega Veneta and Dovo
Monsieur Poiré
Ian Wright and Caran d’Ache,
filmed in Sony 4K
Paper Passion perfume
Geza Schoen, Steidl and Karl Lagerfeld
Perfectly packed lunch box
Stokke Austad and Tupperware
Picnic cutlery set
Minimalux
‘Revaluation’ obsidian mirrors
Studio Drift
Revolution lighting installation
Moritz Waldemeyer, sponsored by
Jaguar, inspired by Jaguar Design
‘RiceCube’
Michael Elmgreen and Solve 3D
Room divider
Gabrielle Shelton and Chris Rucker
Sewing kit
1205 and Bulo

Diptych: Landscape II
Fredrikson Stallard, sponsored by
Jaguar, inspired by Jaguar Design

Shingled pouffes
Gitta Gschwendtner and
Empório Beraldin

‘Entangled Light’
Suzanne Tick and Mary Wallis

‘Simple’ glass tableware
Paola Petrobelli

‘Table F’
Jaguar Advanced Design,
produced by Salvatori
Tables
ToiletPaper
‘Tablet Book’
Paul Loebach and Logitech
Tasting cabinet
Christian Haas, Marquis de
Montesquiou and Theresienthal
Tea caddy
Takahiro Yagi
‘Tou tou’ pet transporter
Mathieu Gustafsson, sponsored by
Jaguar, inspired by Jaguar Design
Valet
Fiona Barratt-Campbell,
Alexander McQueen and Nicklin
Vanity set
De Vecchi and Acca Kappa
Water jugs and beakers
Derek Wilson
Watering can
BarberOsgerby
‘Wild Feast’ picnic basket
Neri & Hu, sponsored by Jaguar,
inspired by Jaguar Design
‘WS’ stool
Aldo Bakker and Santiago Gonzalez

